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The trend of hiring promenade limousines has become greatly popular around the world. Students
make special arrangements for making the biggest event of their high school life more memorable.
There is a plenty of expectations and emotions associated with this grand day. The high school
students are usually of the opinion that promenade is the biggest event in a studentâ€™s life. The high
school students stay too much occupied with their studies and examination that they hardly get a
chance to make arrangements for promenade however still they start making plans and
preparations months before the big day. The saving of funds and the stitching or purchasing of
special dresses are the key preparations which are made before the prom night. The City of New
York which is one of the worldâ€™s hot favorite tourist destinations and the liveliest places is popular for
sheer luxury and class. All types of limousines are seen at roads all over the city. In fact skyscrapers
and limousines have become the symbol of the great iconic city of New York. There is a great deal
of transportation firms offering cheap limo services in NY.

The high school students gather funds and hire limousines. Different types of limousines are hired
for different kinds of requirements. The couples who prefer to travel alone with complete privacy opt
for sedan limousines which are economical as well as an ideal solution for a couple. They are
equipped with features such as rear controlled air-conditioning system, comfortable leather seats,
roomy leg space, spacious trunk for baggage, satellite radio, LCD TV and CD/DVD player and much
more. The NY prom limo hire companies also offer the most expensive limousine vehicles which are
stretched limousines. They are not only most expensive but also most luxurious vehicles of all. A
stretched limousine comes equipped with fabulous features which are incomparable. Fully stocked
bar, plush interior, dark tinted windows, extremely comfortable leather seating, privacy divider, a
special VIP area for maximum 4 people and rear controlled temperature system are some of the
features of a stretched limousine car.

The people who arrive in the great city of New York also opt for NY airport limo hire. The private car
hire companies at all airports of the New York State offer the services of chauffeured limousines for
all kinds of airport transfers. They also offer self driven private cars for hire. The types of limousines
which are usually found and hired in New York include sedan limousines, SUVs, stretched
limousines, luxury executive vans and limousine buses. The car companies also offer special
limousines prepared for prom parties. Due to the ever increasing demand of prom limousines
around the New York City, the local transportation companies have included special pink colored
prom limos in their fleets. Bridge Limousine is the leading NY limo hire company offering all kinds of
world class limo services at lucrative prices. Their fleet features latest models of all types of
limousines which are driven by professionally trained and licensed chauffeurs.
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